RULES FOR ADMISSION TO STATE QUOTA SEATS IN UNDER GRADUATE MEDICAL(MBBS) AND DENTAL (BDS) COURSES IN PRIVATE UNAIDED MEDICAL AND DENTAL COLLEGES IN THE STATE OF MADHYA PRADESH
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NOTIFICATION

No. ----------------- dated--------- 2014 In exercise of the powers conferred by Section 12 of the Madhya Pradesh Niji Vyavsayik Shikshan Sanstha (Pravesh Ka Viniyaman Avam Shulk Ka Nirdharan) Adhiniyam, 2007 (No.21 of 2007), the State Government, hereby, makes the following rules relating to admission to Under Graduate Medical (MBBS) & Dental (BDS) Courses in Private Unaided Medical and Dental Colleges in the State of Madhya Pradesh.

RULES

1. Short title and Commencement:
   (1) These rules may be called the "Madhya Pradesh Private Medical (M.B.B.S) and Dental (B.D.S.) Under Graduate Courses Admission Rules, 2014".
   (2) They shall come into force from the date of their publication in the Madhya Pradesh Gazette and shall remain in force for the academic year, 2014-15
2. **DEFINITIONS**: In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires,-

(a) "Act" means Madhya Pradesh Niji Vyavsayik Shikshan Sanstha (Pravesh Ka Viniyaman Avam Shulk Ka Nirdharan) Adhiniyam, 2007 (No. 21 of 2007),

(b) "Board" means the Central Board of Secondary Education (C.B.S.E.) ,Delhi.

(c) "College" means **Private** unaided Medical or a Dental College in the State of Madhya Pradesh;

(d) "Examination" means AIPMT-2014 (All India Pre-Medical/Pre Dental Entrance Test-2014) conducted by C.B.S.E. Delhi.

(e) "Other Backward Classes" means Other Backward Classes as specified and laid down by the Government of Madhya Pradesh;

(f) "Scheduled Castes" means Scheduled castes as specified and laid down by the Government of Madhya Pradesh;

(g) "Scheduled Tribes" means Scheduled Tribes as specified and laid down by the Government of Madhya Pradesh;

(h) "Government" means Government of Madhya Pradesh;

(i) "MCI" means Medical Council of India;

(j) "DCI" means Dental Council of India;

(k) "Admission and Fee Regulatory Committee" (A.F.R.C ) means the Committee constituted by the State Government under the Act for the supervision and regulation of admission and for the fixation of fee to be charged from candidates seeking admission in a professional educational institution;

(l) "Competent Authority" means any Authority as authorized by the State Government in this behalf;

(m) "NRI" means Non-resident Indian shall have the same meaning as assigned to it in clause (e) of Section 115 C of the of Income Tax Act, 1961 (43 of 1961)
3. **GENERAL :**

3.1 Under Graduate Courses in MBBS and BDS shall be governed and regularised by MCI / DCI / University / the college/ State Government / Government of India / under the rules and regulations in force at the time of allotment, admission and amended from time to time.

3.2 These rules shall apply to all colleges & candidates for allotment of seats and admission in the following courses and colleges :-

A. M.B.B.S. Course of Private unaided Medical Colleges in the State of M.P.

B. B.D.S. Course of Private unaided Dental Colleges, in the State of M.P.

3.3 Correct information must be furnished and produced whenever required. Before filling up the online registration form the candidates are advised to read and understand the rules thoroughly and then fill up complete and correct required information at the time of registration, failing which candidate shall not be entitled to seat allotment and admission.

3.4 Candidate shall also furnish correct information required at the time of scrutiny and admission. Candidate will do his/her complete signature in English as well as in Hindi at the time of scrutiny and admission in the college at all the required places. In case of difference found in the signatures at the different places, the candidate shall not be eligible for seat allotment/admission.

3.5 If it is found that a candidate has hidden any relevant facts and / or provided incorrect information while filling up the online registration form, at the time of scrutiny of the documents at the time of allotment of a seat, or at the time of his / her admission, then the admission shall be cancelled by the Dean / Principal of the college, at any time during his/her studies.

3.6 Students found guilty of misconduct, indiscipline and absence would be liable to disciplinary action including EXPULSION from
college by the Dean / Principal and CANCELLATION OF
REGISTRATION by the University and FIR. against such
candidates would also be lodged.

3.7 The allotment of seats will be done through counselling. The
detailed instructions regarding counselling will be issued
separately.

3.8 **Photograph**- The candidates must bring the same color photograph at
the place of scrutiny and allotted institution at the time of admission
which, he/she has attached in online application form sent to CBSE. The
candidate should keep 30 copies of the same photograph to be used time
to time in the college allotted.

CBSE Board has given specification regarding photograph as under which are
to be followed.
Candidates are advised to take 30 passport size photographs with
white background and one post card size (4"x6") photograph which
will be retained by Medical/ Dental College. Passport size
photographs are to be used for Counselling/ Admission. Before
pasting the photograph candidates have to write on the back of the
photograph his/her name, application numbers and merit number
with ball point pen. A good quality coloured studio photograph with
white background should be pasted on the specified place. The
photograph should be same as has been affixed on AIPMT- 2014
exams.

The photograph must be taken on or after 01.12.2013 indicating
clearly the name of candidate along with the date of taking the
photograph. Photograph should not have cap or goggles. Spectacles
are allowed if being used regularly. POLAROID and COMPUTER
generated photos are not acceptable. The photograph is to be pasted
with gum/ adhesive at the specified place properly. Photographs are
not to be fixed by pin or stapled. The applications not as per these
directives or with unclear photograph will be rejected (Application
form in Proforma-1)
The candidates should not that if it if found that if the pasted photograph is de-shaped, hand made or computer made then the candidate seat allotment / admission will be cancelled and considering it as use of unfair means the action will be taken accordingly.

4. **AVAILABILITY OF SEATS:**

4.1 As per Hon'ble Supreme Court order in civil appeal No. 4060/2009 and I.A.69-70 dated 24-1-2014 50% seats of remaining seats after deducting 15% NRI Quota seats from the total no. of seats, will be filled by M.P. State Govt. The 15% NRI seats will be filled in the manner as directed by the Hon'ble Supreme Court. College wise list of seats available in M.B.B.S. and B.D.S. courses are shown in table number 1 & 2. In case permission is granted by Govt. Of India to any new college, the same will also be included.

4.2 Every candidate must abide by the Admission rules of M.P. Government.

4.3 All disputes related to Counselling to Under Graduate courses of Private unaided Medical/Dental Colleges will be decided by the Director of Medical Education, Govt. of M.P.

4.4 All disputes related to Admission and fee of Under Graduate courses of Private unaided Medical/Dental Colleges will be decided by Admission and Fee Regulatory Committee (AFRC).

5. **RESERVATION :-**

   (i) 20% Seats are reserved for candidates belonging to Scheduled tribes of M.P., 16% seats to Scheduled castes of M.P. and 14% seats to Other Backward Classes other than creamy layer of OBC of Madhya Pradesh or as amended from time to time. It is clarified that all candidates
belonging to reserved category (ST/SC/OBC) and seeking admission against state Quota reserved seats must be domicile of Madhya Pradesh State.

(ii) In each category, 30% Reservation for woman candidates shall be made on merit-cum-option basis. This Reservation shall be horizontal.

(iii) Candidates claiming to be a candidate belonging to ST / SC/ OBC (Non Creamy layer) category of Madhya Pradesh shall have to provide original caste certificate issued by the Competent Authority/ District Collector of M.P. under his signature and official seal, at the time of scrutiny of his/her original documents. **Permanent Caste Certificate is compulsory for admission to reserve category.** Otherwise candidate will not be allowed to participate in the counselling for the reserved category seats. Certificate must contain dispatch No., date and signature of the officer and seal.

(iv) Three percent (3%) seats are reserved for admission to M.B.B.S. / B.D.S. courses for Physically Handicapped (P.H.) who are bonafide residents of Madhya Pradesh and belong to ST, SC, OBC and Unreserved category. This Reservation shall be horizontal.

As per MCI Notification No.2009, firstly, the seats will be filled up from Candidates with locomotory disability of lower limbs between 50% to 70%. In case of non availability of candidates with locomotory disability of lower limbs between 50% to 70% then such unfilled seats shall be filled up by persons with locomotory disability of lower limbs between 40% and less than 50%. In case of non availability of reserved candidates as per the above mentioned reservation these seats will be filled by other candidates of same category. The D.M.E. will prepare category wise separate merit lists of Physically Handicapped (P.H.) candidates on the basis of merit of AI PMT-2014 and disability percentage after scrutiny of the original documents, on the basis of which allotment of
handicapped quota seats will be done. In case of equal marks in AIPMT-2014 examination of candidate merit list the priority will be given to the candidate who is elder compared to other on age basis.

Candidate claiming admission against these seats shall have to produce a certificate, in the prescribed form, from District Medical Board and an eligibility certificate, from Superintendent Vocational Rehabilitation Centre for Physically Handicapped, Government of India, Ministry of Labour, Napier Town, Jabalpur. Which should not have been issued more than 3 months period from the date of Counselling. Both the certificates are necessary to be produced at the same time, during the scrutiny or else, the candidate will not be eligible for counselling.

Following categories of handicapped will not be eligible for admission as per the instructions of MCI:-

(A) Handicapped by hand/hands
(B) Handicapped by eyesight.
(C) Deafness
(D) Handicapped of legs more than 70%

(v) If eligible candidates are not available for admission on the reserved seats for Physically Handicapped (PH) class of any category such vacant seats shall be included in the OPEN [X] seats of the same category.

(6) In case, the eligible candidates to the extent of reservations in any category are not available the vacant seats will be
filled up by making them available in other categories as given below:-

(A) The vacant seats of ST category shall be filled up by eligible SC category candidates.

(B) The vacant seats of SC category shall be filled up by eligible ST category candidates.

(C) In case, the eligible candidates to the extent of reservation in ST and SC categories are not available, the vacant seats shall be filled up by eligible OBC category candidates.

(D) In case, the eligible candidates are not available in these above THREE reserved categories in the above manner, the vacant seats shall then be filled up by the eligible unreserved category candidates.

7. Fee Structure:

(a) For BDS Courses: As decided by Admission and Fee regulatory Committee. (AFRC).

(b) For MBBS Courses: As decided by Admission and Fee regulatory Committee. (AFRC).

8. SECURITY DEPOSIT:

As decided by Admission and Fee regulatory Committee. (AFRC).

9. ELIGIBILITY:

(a) The Candidate must be a citizen of India

AND

For admission to MBBS/BDS course, only those candidates of Un-reserved category are eligible, who have passed the qualifying
examination of Higher Secondary(10+2) from Board of Secondary Education, Madhya Pradesh, Bhopal, passing Physics, Chemistry and Biology/ Biotechnology subjects individually and have secured at least minimum 50% marks in aggregate in these subjects and also must have secured minimum 50% marks out of total marks in the entrance examination A.I.P.M.T.-2014. In case of Reserved category candidates only those candidates are eligible who have passed the qualifying examination of Higher Secondary(10+2) from Board of Secondary Education, Madhya Pradesh, Bhopal. passing Physics, Chemistry and Biology/ Biotechnology subjects individually and have secured at least minimum 40% marks in aggregate in these subjects and also must have secured minimum 40% marks out of total marks in the entrance examination A.I.P.M.T.-2014. **Reserved category candidates opting seat from Unreserved category must also have secured 50% marks in aggregate in Physics, Chemistry and Biology/Biotechnology subjects in Higher Secondary Examination (10+2) and also must have secured minimum 50% marks out of total marks in the A.I.P.M.T.-2014.**

**OR**

The candidates have passed an equivalent or higher examination from any recognized Board or higher or equivalent examination conducted by University certified by School Education Department, Government of Madhya Pradesh with passing Physics, Chemistry and Biology/Biotechnology subjects individually and have secured at least minimum 50% marks in aggregate in case of unreserved category candidates and minimum 40% marks in case of reserved category
candidates. For foreign nationals seeking admission, eligibility shall be considered on the basis of equivalence certificate granted to them by concerned Board/University and approved by the External Affairs Ministry, Government of India.

**Candidates of all categories and class are required to have passed ENGLISH as a subject in the 12th (Higher Secondary) examination of 10+2.**

(b) **For Physically Handicapped (PH) Candidates:-**

Physically Handicapped (P.H.) candidates of Unreserved category should have secured not less than minimum 45% marks out of total marks in the entrance examination (i.e. AIPMT-2014) and Physically Handicapped (P.H.) candidates of Reserved category (SC/ST/OBC) should have secured not less than minimum 40% marks out of total marks in the entrance examination (i.e. AIPMT-2014).

(c) **Age :-**

i) No candidate shall be allowed to be admitted to a Private unaided Medical/Dental Colleges until the candidate has completed or shall complete the age of 17 years on or before 31 December of the year of entrance examination (i.e. 31 Dec.2014).

ii) Upper age limit for candidates seeking admission on State Quota seats shall be 25 years as on 31 December 2014 the year of the entrance examination. Further provided that this age limit shall be relaxed by a period of 5(five) years for reserved category candidates of M.P., Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribes/ Other Backward classes.

Candidate must be born on or between:-
a) 01.01.1985 to 01.01.1998 (SC/ST/OBC Category)
b) 01.01.1990 to 01.01.1998 (Unreserved)

For reckoning the age, as aforesaid, the date of birth as mentioned in the Certificate of High School or in MARK-SHEET of the said examination shall be the authentic documentary proof.

The evidence in support of proof of age may be considered if a candidate who otherwise satisfies the domicile requirements and who on account of being with his/her parents in a foreign country passes examination abroad, certified by the School Education Department of Government of Madhya Pradesh as equivalent to High School Certificate examination in Madhya Pradesh.

d) Reserved category candidates of out of M.P. state shall be considered in Un-reserved category.

10. Merit List:

(i) A common All India Merit list obtained from C.B.S.E. Delhi shall include All qualified candidates who have secured not less than aggregate minimum 50% marks in Physics, Chemistry and Biology/ Biotechnology subjects in the qualifying Higher Secondary Exam. (10+2) and minimum 50% marks out of total marks in the entrance examination (i.e. AIPMT-2014) and thereafter All the qualified candidates of reserved category who have secured not less than aggregate minimum 40% marks in Physics, Chemistry and Biology/ Biotechnology subjects in the qualifying Higher Secondary Exam. (10+2) and minimum 40% marks out of total marks in the entrance examination (i.e. AIPMT-2014).
Aggregate minimum 50% marks in Physics, Chemistry and Biology/ Biotechnology subjects in the qualifying Higher Secondary Examination (10+2) and minimum 50% marks out of total marks in the entrance examination (i.e. AIPMT-2014) are necessary for reserved category candidates also if they opt a seat from unreserved category.

Merit List shall also include Physically Handicapped (P.H.) candidates of Unreserved category who have secured not less than minimum 45% marks out of total marks in the entrance examination (i.e. AIPMT-2014) and Physically Handicapped (P.H.) candidates of Reserved category (ST/SC/OBC) who have secured not less than minimum 40% marks out of total marks in the entrance examination (i.e. AIPMT-2014).

(ii) A separate merit list of all qualified candidates of reserved categories (ST/SC/OBC) domicile of M.P. State will be prepared who have secured not less than aggregate minimum 40% Marks in Physics, Chemistry and Biology/ Biotechnology subjects in the qualifying Higher Secondary Examination (10+2) and minimum 40% marks out of total marks in the entrance examination (i.e. AIPMT-2014).

(iii) In all category wise lists the PH candidate will be shown separately according to their merit.

(iv) A separate Merit list of Physically Handicapped (P.H.) candidates will also be prepared category wise and on the basis of % degree of disability of Lower-Limbs as per their merit by Director of Medical Education.

(v) There will be no Waiting list.

(vi) Board will prepare a combined merit list of all eligible candidates of all the categories and class.
(11) **COUNSELLING:**

11.1 Information regarding counselling will be issued separately.

11.2 First round of counselling will be online. The process will be as follows:

   (i) Registration for counselling is compulsory through M.P.Online. Candidate has to pay Rs. 500/- as registration fee, Rs. 30/- as portal fee and Rs. 100/- for choice locking. Candidates can pay the fees by cash on M.P.online kiosk or through following modes
      a. Internet banking
      b. ATM cum debit card
      c. Credit card

**Note:** Candidate has to pay Rs. 530/- at the time of registration and Rs. 100/- at the time of choice locking i.e. Total Rs. 630/-(Rs. Six Hundred thirty only) to be paid.

   (ii) Only one registration is required for Government and Private colleges.

   (iii) The online registered candidate have to do choice filling and choice locking by themselves.

   (iv) After declaration of seat allotment by M.P.Online candidates can take printout of allotted seat to them by using password provided by M.P.Online during registration process.

   (v) After choice filling and choice locking, admission is compulsory at the allotted seat by the candidate, otherwise he/she will not be eligible for next round of counselling. Therefore it is advisable that candidates should be very careful in the choice filling. The candidate should not opt for the course / college for which he/she is not willing.
(vi) Centralised scrutiny of original documents of allotted candidates will be done at Gandhi Medical College Bhopal in which candidates will have to appear in person with all the original documents. Dean Gandhi Medical College will ensure the videography of scrutiny process.

(vii) Admission process of eligible candidates after scrutiny will be done at Gandhi Medical College, Bhopal in which the authorised representative of concerned Autonomous Medical/Private/ Dental college will be present compulsorily who will carry out the admission process. For Admission candidate will have to be present in person with all the original documents and requisite fees. Concerned Medical/ Dental college will be responsible for the videography of admission process.

12. The subsequent round of counselling will be offline. The detailed programme will be displayed on the Director Medical Education website www.medicaleducation.mp.gov.in & MP online website. www.mponline.gov.in

13. Following candidates shall be eligible for next round of counselling :-

(a) Those eligible candidates who have not been allotted any seat in previous rounds of counselling.

(b) Those Candidates who have taken admission on their allotted seats in the first round of counselling and opt for re-allocation.

(c) If a candidate fails to register himself / herself in the first round of counselling, he/she can register in next rounds of counselling but he/she will be eligible for allotment of seat available at that time on merit cum choice basis.

14. 2nd round of counselling and subsequent round of counselling will be done offline at G.M.C. Bhopal in which the authorised
representatives of Govt./ Private Medical/ Dental college will have to be present compulsorily.

**Scrutiny** :- All eligible willing candidates will have to be present in person for the scrutiny with their original documents. Scrutiny related videography will be the responsibility of Dean G.M.C. Bhopal. All those candidates who got scrutiny of their documents done in earlier round need not to appear for scrutiny again but will have to be present physically during scrutiny process. Such eligible candidates who have already taken admission in all India or any other state Medical/Dental College will have to produce a certificate issued by the Dean/Institute Head in which it should be mentioned that all documents have been deposited with them. This certificate should not be more than three months old. Such candidates will have to deposit original documents compulsorily within the stipulated time limit, otherwise their admission will be treated as cancelled and the vacant seat will be shown in the counselling. and also such candidate will not be eligible for next rounds of counselling.

15. **Allotment**:- After scrutiny the eligible candidates will be allotted seat as per their merit. For seat allotment it is compulsory for the candidate to be present physically to choose course/College as per his/her merit and category. The candidate will not be eligible if not present physically. If a candidate who failed to appear on scheduled date and time but if he/she appears late any time during counselling in that case he/she will be eligible for available seats at that time of counselling according to merit and category. Dean Gandhi Medical College, Bhopal will ensure the videography of allotment process.
16. **Admission:** After the allotment of seats, the admission process will be done at Gandhi Medical College, Bhopal on scheduled date and time. Authorised representatives of all Govt./Private Medical/Dental colleges shall be present in G.M.C. Bhopal. All the allotted candidates will have to be physically present at G.M.C. Bhopal and compulsorily take admission in the concerned allotted college. The candidate will have to deposit all the original documents and requisite fee. Concerned Medical/Dental college will be responsible for the videography of admission process.

17. Last round counselling for left out seats will be off-line. At the time of seat allotment in the Govt.-Autonomous/Private Colleges, the candidate will have to deposit full annual fee and all original documents at site of counselling compulsorily otherwise they will not be allotted seat. The candidate will have to present physically for seat allotment.

(18). The counselling committee shall consist of the following, namely: -

(a) Director Medical Education. - Chairman

(b) Joint Director of Medical Education. - Member Secretary

(c) An officer nominated by the Chairman, Admission and Fee Regulatory Committee: - Member

(d) Three representatives to be nominated by the Chairman of the Committee. - Member

(e) Secretary of the Associations of Professional unaided private dental and medical colleges. - Member

(19). The programme for counselling shall be advertised in the leading Newspapers and On the DME website www.
Any amendment is Counselling scheduled or relevant instruction will be notified in the aforsaid DME Web Site. All candidate are advised to regularly check the DME website for any updation, clarification, Information.

(20) A Candidate admitted to MBBS/BDS course on the basis of previous year’s PMT examinations, if succeeds in the present entrance examination (AIPMT-2014), shall have to submit all the attested photocopies of documents together with a certificate of the Dean/Head of the institution certifying that original documents are in his custody (showing list). On allotment of a seat the candidate shall have to present all the original documents to the authorities of the allotted college, at the time of admission.

21. ADMISSION-
(1) After each round of counselling the admission process of all the students who have been allotted a seat, would take place at a centralized venue i.e. Gandhi Medical College, Bhopal. All students who are interested in taking admission in Government as well as State Quota seats of Private Colleges will be required to complete the formalities of admission by depositing fee and original documents to the Admission Committee of concerned college.

(2) Complete process of scrutiny and admission will be videographed showing the details of complete process of scrutiny and admission. 4 copies of CD of the Videography will be prepared one each will be deposited with Dean of the Concerned College, Director Medical Education, Registrar of the Concerned University, and AFRC. The Videography at the time of admission will be the responsibility of the concerned college and at the time of scrutiny, the responsibility will be that of Dean, Gandhi Medical College Bhopal.

(3) The list of admitted candidates in Private unaided Medical/Dental Colleges will be provided to the Director Medical Education, AFRC by the Dean/Principal of the concerned college after every round of counselling.
This list will also be displayed on concerned College website and notice board Counselling venue and will also be displayed on D.M.E. and AFRC website.

3.1 The respective Dean/Principal of Private unaided colleges will be responsible to furnish vacant seats status on the stipulated date and time. In case of non compliance of instructions, from DME, the District Collector concerned or his authorised representative will be authorised to obtain the vacant seats status and furnish the same to DME.

4) A committee will be constituted under the Chairmanship of Director Medical Education for every round of counselling to supervise the counselling process. The Joint Director Medical Education will be the Coordinator and Nodal Officer, and will be responsible for complete Counselling and admission process as per rules.

5) The AFRC will supervise all stages of counselling & admission process as per AFRC Act. and Hon’ble Court directives and hence will therefore be responsible to ensure that the counselling and admission have been conducted as per AFRC Act. and Hon’ble Court Directives.

6) At the time of scrutiny and admission, finger prints of all fingers of both hands of the candidates will be taken and Concerned Dean/Principal will ensure it.

7) Candidates who are admitted a course and a college by Counselling shall report within the specified period and time to the Dean / Principal of the College concerned.

8) Process of admission will be done by the Admission Committee of the concerned college in which the seat has been allotted, at the Gandhi Medical College, Bhopal within the notified date and time, after allotment of the seat in the counselling. It is compulsory for the candidate to whom the seat has been allotted to be present in person at the time of admission process. Videography of the whole process of admission shall be done.

The list of admitted candidates will be displayed daily by all the colleges on the Notice Board at the place of admission as well as on the website of the concerned college. In addition to this the list of students admitted daily will also be made available to the Director Medical Education .M.P. and AFRC. on the same day
(9) The claim of admission of a candidate who fails to join by the last date of joining or left after joining shall be forfeited and allotment/admission given to him/her shall be deemed to have been cancelled and will not be eligible to participate in the subsequent round of counseling again in the same year.

(10) The candidates shall have to undergo TEST FOR MEDICAL FITNESS and shall be admitted only if they are found MEDICALLY FIT.

(11) **Seat leaving Bond** - If any candidate takes admission in private medical/Dental College and leaves his/her seat after last round of counselling and thereafter and there is no possibility of filling the seat by some other candidate in that case the candidate will have to deposit Rs. 5.00 lac (Rupees Five Lacs only) as penalty in the Directorate of Medical Education Bhopal. Such candidate will not be eligible for admission in State Autonomous and Private Medical/Dental Colleges for a further period of next three years.

22. The academic session shall commence from 01-09-2014. Last date up to which students can be admitted against vacancies arising due to any reason is 30-09-2014.

23. As per the order of Hon'ble Supreme Court in Lipika Gupta Vs Othrs & MCI w.p.no. 737/2013, w.p. 433/2013 & 716/2013 order dated 19.05.2014, the last date of admission for Medical/Dental courses is 30.09.2014.

   In case of any further directions or judgement passed by Hon. Supreme Court/ High Court necessary procedure shall be followed accordingly.
24. The detailed programme of the counselling will be advertised in the leading News papers and DME website www.medicaleducation.mp.gov.in and any change in the programme shall also be uploaded in DME website www.medicaleducation.mp.gov.in

It may be noted that no other notification will be made in any other manner hence candidate are advised to regularly check the DME Website.

25. Any student identified as having obtained admission after the last date of closure of admission, he/she shall be discharged from the course of study or any Medical /Dental qualification acquired by such student on such admission, the same shall not be treated as a recognized qualification for the purpose of MCI Act. 1956 or the Dentist Act. 1948, as the case may be.

26. EXPLANATION OF RULES:

The State Government reserves the right to amend any rule and procedure for admission. In case any dispute related to the interpretation of these rules and amendments thereto, the decision of the State Government shall be final and binding on all concerned. The information in this regard will be available in the website of Director Medical Education and it will not be published separately. Therefore it is advised to the candidate to be in continuous contact with The Director Medical Education Website www.medicaleducation.mp.gov.in

By order & in the name of the Governor of the Madhya Pradesh

(S.S. Kumre)
Deputy Secretary
Government of Madhya Pradesh
Medical Education Department